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Abstract - PILOT (Programming and Interpreted
Language Of actions for Telerobotics) is a graphical and
interpreted language dedicated to the remote control of
systems.  I t is provided with a control system whose var ious
modules have been modeled with the help of f inite state
automata. The work descr ibed in this paper follows a
preceding work which consisted in applying static and
dynamic testing techniques to PILOT plans interpreter
programs. The goal is to adopt a more “ formal” approach
aiming at modeling the interpretation algor ithms, at
verifying their conformance to the operational semantics of
the language, at correcting the possible malfunctions, then to
regenerate the interpreter code from the validated model.
We use colored Petr i nets and Design/CPN for the modeling.
Design/CPN has been developed in the USA and is curr ently
maintained by the University of Aar rhus in Denmark (see
http://www.daimi.aau.dk/DesignCPN for more information).
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I. INTRODUCTION

HE language PILOT [LER, 96][LER, 97] is provided
with a control system whose various modules have
been modeled with the help of finite state automata

[FLE, 98], but whose code has neither been generated
automatically from specifications nor checked with the
help of formal verification techniques. The aim of the
work described in this paper is to adopt a more rigorous
approach aiming at modeling the interpretation algo-
rithms, at verifying their conformance to the operational
semantics of the language, at correcting the possible mal-
functions, then to regenerate the interpreter code from the
validated model. It is situated in the prolongation of the
works described in [NAN, 01] and is a continuation of a
preceding work which consisted in applying static and
dynamic testing techniques to PILOT plans interpreter
programs [NAN, 02]. Actually, although those techniques
proved themselves to be very useful for error detection
and correction within  the interpretation programs, their
use doesn’ t make it possible to guarantee the conformance
to the operational semantics of the language PILOT. We
use colored Petri nets (CPN) for the modeling. The soft-
ware support is Design/CPN. This tool makes it possible
not only to simulate and to verify properties of our mod-
els, but also to have a modular representation and a sim-
ple “expression” of some concepts needed such as non-
destructive reading of information. Design/CPN has been
developed in the USA and is currently maintained by the
University of Aarrhus in Denmark.

This paper starts by a brief presentation of the language
PILOT and of its control system, with a particular care on
the working of the interpreter.  An overview of the mod-
eling of discrete event systems is then given in the next
section and the choice of Petri nets for the modeling of
the interpretation algorithms is argued. This second sec-
tion also situates the current work with respect to other
related works. The third section discusses the modeling of
the plan as well as the modeling of the interpreter algo-
rithms and the simulation of their execution. The paper
ends by the testing of the models and the interpretation of
the simulation results.

II . PILOT : A LANGUAGE AND A CONTROL
SYSTEM

A. The language PILOT

The language PILOT is based on the notion of action.
Two kinds of actions are defined (see figure1) : elemen-
tary actions which have their own end and which gener-
ally end when their predefined goal is reached, and con-
tinuous actions whose end is triggered by another primi-
tive of the language.

 Elementary action  Continuous action

Fig. 1 Elementary and continuous actions

The language PILOT provides different control structures
for plans building :
• Sequentiali ty : it is made of a succession, possibly

empty, of actions and/or control structures. Figure 2
shows an example of sequence made of two elemen-
tary actions (Action1 and Action2). The execution of
Action2 starts after the end of  Action1.

Action1 Action2

Fig. 2. Example of sequence

• Conditional : It is made of one or more alternatives
ordered from top to bottom. Each alternative com-
prises a condition followed by a sequence. The only
sequence executed is the first one whose condition is
true.

• Iteration : it comprises a continuation criterion fol-
lowed by a sequence. The criterion is either a number
of loops (fix iteration) or a boolean expression (con-
ditional iteration).
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• Parallelism : it is made of sequences which execute in
parallel. Its execution ends when all the sequences
reach their end.

• Preemption : as parallelism, it is made of sequences
which execute in parallel, but unlike the latter, when
one of the sequences ends, it triggers the end of the
other sequences and the end of the preemption.

B. The control system of  PILOT

The control system is the interface between the user and
the tele-operated machine. It comprises six concurrent
modules : a man-machine interface (MMI), an interpreter,
a communication server, a rules generator, an evaluator
and an execution module or driver. These modules com-
municate through sockets and shared  memory.

The interpreter reads the plan stored into a shared mem-
ory space by the MMI and sends orders to the other mod-
ules in order to achieve the execution of the plan. Its be-
havior can be summarized as follows :
Begin Interpreter

Create structures for plan’s execution
Initialize the communication medium
Repeat

MessageHandling
End Repeat

End Interpreter
MessageHandling is a procedure which awaits the mes-
sages sent to the interpreter and calls the proper functions
for their processing. The interpreter is therefore a dynamic
discrete event system (DDES) which  evolves at the rate
of  the messages it receives : launching order of plan
execution, notification of the end of an action, etc.  This
characteristic (DDES) also applies to the interpretation of
plans. For example, during the interpretation of the se-
quence of figure 2, it is the reception of the event “end of
the first action” which  triggers the execution of the next
action.

After this overview of the language PILOT and of its
control system, we briefly present, in the next section, the
main modeling formalisms of Discrete Event Systems
(DES) and we argue the choice of  Petri Nets (PN) for the
modeling of the interpretation algorithms of PILOT plans.

III . PETRI NETS AS MODELING FORMALISM

There are three basic types of DES models [ZHO, 99] :
queuing models, state-transition models whose represen-
tatives are state machines and PN, and object oriented
models. Queuing models offer mathematicall y concise
models allowing to develop analytic solutions for first-cut
quick decision making under certain restrictions. Never-
theless, it can be difficult to map some systems in terms
of only queues, servers and customers as required in such
approach. Another drawback of the queuing model is that
the development of hierarchical models with different
levels of detail i s not straightforward. State-transition
models are easier to relate to systems in general, allowing
facile validation of a simulation model. They can be used

for hierarchical modeling to facilitate system understand-
ing and perform efficient simulation. Within state-
transition models, state machines tend to be too complex
for realistic industrial systems. They also have limited
modeling capabili ty in representing explicitly concurrent
operations. PN offer a more powerful tool to handle dis-
crete event dynamics [ALLA, 85] and are more compact
in general. CPN offer a more compact model than PN.
Object-oriented models arose from the application of
object-oriented technology to modeling and simulation of
DES. Their basic elements are objects whose models, as
well as their interactions, can be the ones described
above.

Among the approaches above, we have chosen PN and
particularly CPN for several reasons :
• Their graphical nature offers the user-friendliness

desired in order to use the model later as the commu-
nication medium among the various people involved
into the development of the control system software,
such as to avoid errors due to information distortion
as mentioned in [NAN, 02].

• They make it possible to represent, with a relative
simplicity, the various concepts of algorithmic and
programming (sequence, iteration, conditional, par-
allelism, synchronization mechanisms, etc.). Unlike
ordinary PN, CPN make it possible to model general
assignment, structured data or boolean condition that
can appear in synchronization.

• They make it possible to build compact models. CPN
offer a more compact model than ordinary PN. This
characteristic is very useful for a concise description
of the complex structures and mechanisms of pro-
gramming. With  the other approaches, the model
quickly becomes very complex and difficult to use.

• The availabili ty of tools for simulation and verifica-
tion.

• Their potential for mathematical analysis which make
it possible to verify some properties  of the system
(reachabili ty of a state, deadlock, etc.).

• The PN model is multipurpose. It may be used for the
evaluation of behavioral properties, for systematic
code generation or performance evaluation. This
characteristic is useful in a  modeling formalism
[FER, 89].

Various works related to the modeling of software and
programs with the help of PN have already been done :
automatic generation and verification of control programs
[KRO, 88], design of control software for robotics [CAL,
98], analysis of Ada programs by translation into PN
[MAN, 85],[ HEL, 85], [SHA, 89], [MUR, 89], [TU, 90],
[KAI, 97], [BRU, 99]. The works related to the analysis
of Ada programs are closer to ours. Nevertheless, they
only consider parts of the language related to concurrent
programming such as tasks, protected objects, entry calls,
etc. In our approach, no restriction is a priori done on the
set of programming structures and mechanisms to model.

After presenting the language PILOT, ill ustrating the
working of the interpreter and arguing the choice of CPN



for the modeling, we present in the next section, the mod-
eling and testing of the interpretation algorithms of
PILOT plans with the help of CPN and the Design/CPN
tool.

IV. MODELING AND TESTING OF THE
INTERPRETATION ALGORITHMS

Before presenting the modeling and testing of the inter-
pretation algorithms, it is important to look into the mod-
eling of the plans which will be used for the simulation
and testing of those algorithms.

A. Plan modeling

A plan is made of a list of nodes. A node represents an
action (elementary or continuous), a beginning of se-
quence, an end of sequence, a parallel structure, a pre-
emption, a conditional, an iteration or a structure  which is
internal to one of the previous ones (condition expression
of an iteration or of a conditional, number of loops, ...).

The following elements are useful for the characterization
of a node of the plan : an identifier, a type, the identifier
of the node encapsulating the current node, the identifier
of the node following the current node, and a pointer to
the internal structure. The pointer to the internal structure
is only meaningful for nodes representing encapsulating
primitives such as parallelism, preemption, conditional
and iteration. It is also called the argument of the node.

As a consequence, each node of the plan is represented by
a quintuplet (in,t,a,ie,i f) where in is its identifier, t its type,
a its argument, ie the identifier of the node encapsulating
it, and i f the identifier of the following node (the identifier
–1 is used when there is no following node). Unary minus
on numbers is represented under Design/CPN with the
tilde symbol (~).

In the following subsections, we describe the fields of a
node, starting from the field type.

1. The type of a node
The types of nodes used in plan modeling are the follow-
ing : Se (beginning of sequence), Sf (end of sequence), Ac
(continuous action), Ae (elementary action), Pa (parallel-
ism), Pe (preemption), Cd (conditional), I t (iteration), Lb
(list of branches of a conditional), Bc (branch of a condi-
tional; such a branch is made of a condition followed by a
sequence).

2. Node identifiers
They make it possible to identify nodes uniquely within
the plan. The identifier of an existing node is a natural
value. The following rules apply to encapsulating node
identifiers :
• The node representing the beginning of the main

sequence (the one which starts the plan) has no en-
capsulating node. Such a node (i.e. a node which
doesn’ t have an encapsulating node), has its field ie
set to –1.

• For a sequence SE appearing at the first encapsula-
tion level of a preemption PR (respectively a paral-

lelism PA, an iteration IT, a conditional CO), the
node representing the beginning of SE has its field ie
set to the identifier of PR (respectively PA, IT, CO).

• A node representing a list of branches or a branch of
a conditional has its field ie set to the identifier of the
node representing that conditional.

• For the other nodes (i.e. nodes of type Sf, Ac, Ae, Pa,
Pe, It or Cd) , the field ie is set to the identifier of the
node representing the beginning of the sequence
which contains them at the first encapsulation level.

3. The argument of a node
The argument is an integer value whose meaning depends
on the type of the node. For a node of type :
• Pa or Pe : The argument is the identifier of the node

representing the beginning of the first internal se-
quence in the textual order.

• I t : The argument represents the number of loops or
the iteration condition (positive or null in the case of
a fix iteration, -1 for a conditional iteration).

• Se : If the node represents the beginning of sequence
of a conditional branch CB, the argument is the iden-
tifier of the node representing CB. If the node repre-
sents a sequence of a parallelism PA (respectively a
preemption PR), the argument is the identifier of the
node representing the beginning of the next sequence
in PA (respectively PR) in the textual order.

• Cd : The argument is the identifier of the node repre-
senting the head of the list of branches of the condi-
tional (this head of list points to the first conditional
branch of the conditional).

• Lb : The argument is the identifier of the node which
represents the conditional branch pointed at by the
list of branches.

• Bc : The argument represents the expression of the
condition of the conditional branch. Its value is 0
when the expression is “ false”, 1 when it is “ true”,
and 2 otherwise.

• other : The argument is meaningless and has a
dummy value.

4.  Examples of plan models

//

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

The plans of figures 3 and 4 can be modeled respectively
by the following lists of nodes : [(0,Se,?,-1,1), (1,Sf,?,0,-1)]
and [(0,Se,?,-1,1), (1,Pa,2,0,5), (2,Se,-1,1,3), (3,Ae,?,2,4),
(4,Sf,?,2,-1), (5,Sf,?,0,-1)].
The symbol “  ?” means “dummy” . In practice, we use an
integer value (0 in general) as the dummy argument value.
The use of an integer value is necessary in order to match
the argument type. By convention, the identifier of the
node representing the beginning of the main sequence is
0.



B. Modeling of interpretation algorithms

After the presentation of the plan modeling, this section
deals with the modeling of the interpretation algorithms.
The general modeling approach is first presented, then the
aspects of the modeling which are common to the  differ-
ent algorithms are described : modeling of variables,
modeling of the execution states of a node, set of colors
and of variables used, fusion places.

1. General modeling approach
We have chosen a modular approach in order to have a
good readabilit y and to facilitate the use of the model.
The Petri net model comprises a page of declarations
which contains the definition of the colors and variables
used throughout the modeling, a page containing the ini-
tialization Petri sub-net and a page for each interpretation
algorithm Petri sub-net (sequence, action, iteration, con-
ditional, parallelism and preemption). The Petri sub-nets
communicate through common places called fusion
places. A fusion place is a place which has several in-
stances within the same page or within different pages.
The initial marking and the color set must be the same for
all the instances of a fusion place. It is not necessary to
have the same name for all the instances of a fusion place.
Five fusion places are used in the model of the interpreta-
tion algorithms.

2.  Modeling the variables
The approach consists in creating a colored token for each
variable instance. The li fe cycle and the scope of the to-
ken (creation, reading, writing/modification, destruction)
reflect those of the corresponding variable. For example, a
token “  pre” created during the simulation run of a pre-
emption interpretation disappears at the end of the execu-
tion of that model.
In the modeling of the algorithms, input variables (nodes
of the plan, …) are accessed by bi-directional arcs (non
destructive read) contrarily to input/output variables and
to local variables for which two distinct arcs are used,
one outgoing from the place which contains them (read
operation) and one incoming to the same place (write
operation).

3. The execution states of a node
An execution node is created at the beginning of the
simulation of the execution of each node of the plan. This
execution node is represented by a token which com-
prises the node itself, the state of execution of the node,
the execution mode (only in the case of a node represent-
ing a beginning of sequence), the identifier of the inner
most encapsulating preemption node and a pointer to the
list of continuous actions attached to the sequence which
contains the node. The possible execution states are the
following :
• READY (REA): the node is ready for execution.

When a node becomes  ready, it is put into the place
Processing (except the nodes representing end of se-
quences which need no processing, and the nodes of
type “beginning of sequence” which are put into the
place Sequence because of their particular processing
due to the execution mode) in order to be processed

by the Petri net corresponding to its type (for exam-
ple, for a node of type Pe, the processing is done by
the PN modeling the preemption interpretation algo-
rithm).

• EXECUTING (EXE): the node is being processed.
• ENDED (END): the processing of the node is ended.

4. The set of colors and the variables used
The colors are defined into a version of the language ML
which includes some adjustments specific to Design/CPN.
The set of colors which are used are the following :
Color  I = int ; (* I redefines the set of integers *)
Color  B = bool with (false, true) ; (* B redefines the boolean
type bool *)
Color  T = with Se | Sf | Ac | Ae | Pa | Pe | Ma | Cd | It | Lb | Bc ;
(* enumerated type *)
Color  M = with KILL | NULL ;
Color  E = with REA | EXE | END ;
Color  N = product I*T*I*I*I ; (* set product *)
Color  L = li st N ; (* li st of elements of type N *)
Color  IB = product I*B ;
Color  IL = product I*L ;
Color  NEMPC = product N*E*M*I*I ;
Color  NEPC = product N*E*I*I ;

The variable declarations are the following :
Var  n1, n2 : N ; Var  i1, a1, a2, e1, e2, s1, s2, pre, lc : I ; Var  t1,
t2 : T ; Var  l : L ;

5. The fusion places
• The fusion place Plan : This place is only useful for

storing the nodes of the plan to interpret. Its marking
is constant. Actually, The interpretation doesn’ t
modify the plan.

• The fusion place Pre : This place stores all the tokens
modeling the preemption variables which are gener-
ated during the interpretation simulation of the plan.
Each preemption variable pre is modeled by a couple
(i, b) where i is the identifier of the node whose in-
terpretation led to the creation of the preemption
variable, and b a boolean variable indicating if the
preemption condition is true or not (b is initialized to
false at the creation of the variable pre). A variable
pre is created at the beginning of the interpretation of
a preemption node. A particular variable pre is also
created when starting the interpretation of the plan.
The identifier of the latter is that of the main se-
quence, i. e. 0.

• The fusion place ActionsC : In this place, one finds
the variables l ist_cont which make it possible to ac-
cess the continuous actions which are being proc-
essed within a parallelism, a preemption or a se-
quence executed in mode KILL. A variable li st_cont
is represented by a couple (i, l) where i is an identi-
fier and l a list of continuous actions. The variable
li st_cont associated with a sequence executed in
mode KILL (respectively a parallelism, a preemp-
tion) has the same identifier as the sequence (respec-
tively the parallelism, the preemption). The list asso-
ciated with it is made of the continuous actions being
executed within the sequence (respectively the par-
allelism, the preemption) at the first encapsulation
level.



• The fusion place Sequence : In this place, one finds
only the execution nodes corresponding to the begin-
ning of sequences. What makes the difference be-
tween these execution nodes and the others is the
presence of the component “execution mode” which
makes it possible to distinguish sequences executed
in mode KILL from those executed in mode NULL.
Unlike sequences executed in mode NULL, a se-
quence executed in mode KILL stops the execution
of its continuous actions when it reaches its end.

• The fusion place Processing : The place Processing
models the execution of the function “processing”
appearing into the algorithms. In that place, one pro-
cesses the nodes of the sequences being processed.
When the execution of a node starts, an execution
node is created for it in the place Processing. The
execution nodes of this place have almost the same
components as those of the  place Sequence. The only
difference is that they do not have the “execution
mode” component.

After this presentation of the elements which are common
to the modeling of the different algorithms, we present
below the modeling of the interpretation algorithm of the
sequence. For concision reasons, the PN of the other in-
terpretation algorithms aren’ t presented (elementary and
continuous actions, conditional, iteration, parallelism and
preemption).

C. Modeling of the sequence interpretation algorithm

1. The interpretation algorithm of the KILL (respec-
tively NULL)  sequence

Local Parameters (respectively Input / Output)
list_cont : list of continuous actions

Input
pre : boolean

Local Parameters
current_prim : pointer to the current primitive

Begin
While current_prim ≠ null and not (pre)

I f current_prim→type = 4 /* continuous
action */

Then add(current_prim, list_cont)
End_I f
processing(current_prim, pre)
current_prim ← current_prim→next

End_While
stop(list_cont) /* stopping continuous actions */ (re-

spectively nothing)
End

Figure 5 shows the PN modeling the sequence interpreta-
tion algorithm. It is described below.

2. Description of the PN modeling the sequence in-
terpretation algorithm
The places
As one can note, the model proposed comprises, in addi-
tion to the 5 fusion places presented above, 2 specific
places current_prim and stop_seq. The place stop_seq is

used for storing the identifiers of the beginning of the
sequences to stop. The place current_prim models as for
it the variable current_prim. Its color is the same as that
of the place processing.
The variables
Each variable “pre” (respectively “ list_cont” ,
“current_prim”) is represented by a token stored into the
place Pre (respectively ActionsC, current_prim).
Initializations
A sequence is ready for execution when it has an associ-
ated execution node into place sequence with a state field
set to REA. Before the actual launching of the algorithm
simulation, the variables are initialized according to the
execution mode of the sequence :
• mode NULL (transition InitNull ): the next node is

put into the place current_prim.
• mode KILL (transition InitKill ): the variable

“ list_cont” is created and the next node is put into the
place current_prim.

In both cases, the execution state of the sequence changes
from REA to EXE (executing).
Handling of the condition of the loop “While”
The handling of the loop While starts as soon as the cur-
rent primitive is ready for execution in the place cur-
rent_prim. At this point, there are 3 possibiliti es :
1. The sequence is preempted i.e. “pre” has the value

true (transition PreemptiveStop): the identifier of the
sequence is put into the place stop_seq.

2. The current primitive is an “end of sequence” (transi-
tion EndSeq) : the identifier of the sequence is put
into the place stop_seq. This case models the test of
the condition current_prim ≠ nul. The transition
EndSeq is fired when that condition is false.

3. The sequence is not preempted and the current primi-
tive is not an “end of sequence” (transition Cond-
ProcessingOk) : the node is put into the place proc-
essing. One can note the transmission of the parame-
ter “pre”; that of “ lc” is necessary, although the latter
is not present in the call “processing (current_prim,
pre)” . In fact, since the place processing is a fusion
place used for different calls to the function Proc-
essing among which some require the parameter
list_cont, it is convenient to have the same interface,
in order to satisfy the type constraint on the color
type associated with the different instances of a fu-
sion place (the color type must be the same).

Handling of the Processing
The handling of the I f statement appearing in the se-
quence interpretation algorithm is done within the place
Processing. Depending on the type of the node, the corre-
sponding PN processes it. At the end of the processing of
a node, the state of  the corresponding execution node
passes from EXE to END into the place processing.
Passing to the next primitive
The change from the current primitive to the next one
happens when the execution node of the current primitive
is in state END within the place current_prim (transition
“Next” ) : an execution node is created for the next primi-
tive and is put into the place current_prim with    the
state ready (REA).
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Fig. 5  Petri net modeling the sequence interpretation algorithm

Handling of the termination of a sequence
When an identifier is within the place stop_seq, the corre-
sponding execution node into the place “sequence” passes
to the state END (transitions EndSeqNull and EndSe-
qKill ). In other respects, in the case of a sequence exe-
cuted in mode KILL (transition EndSeqKill ), the corre-
sponding continuous actions are removed from the place
ActionsC (li st_cont) to simulate their end.

D. The tests

In order to test the interpretation algorithms, testing data
have been generated on the basis of the approach de-
scribed in [NAN, 02]. The following initializations are
done before the simulation :
• The place Plan is initialized with a plan model (test-

ing data).
• The place Pre is initialized with a preemption token

1`(0,false). This token is used as input parameter for

the call to the interpretation algorithm on the main
sequence.

• The place Sequence is initialized with a token repre-
senting the execution node associated with  the main
sequence. The execution mode and the state are re-
spectively set to KILL and REA (ready).

A sample of test data whose execution has been simulated
with the help of the interpretation algorithms model is
shown in table 1. Only plans which are useful for a good
understanding of the analysis of simulation results appear
in the table.

The third column of the table shows the initial marking of
the fusion place Plan for each testing plan. The matter is
the representation, in the shape of multi-set (shape of
markings under Design/CPN), of the plan model built
according to the approach described in section 2.



Table 1. Sample of testing data
No Plan Design/CPN model
8 1`(0,Se,0,~1,1)+1`(1,Pa,

~1,0,2)+1`(2,Sf,0,0,~1)

11 1`(0,Se,0,~1,1)+1`(1,Pa,
2,0,5)+1`(2,Se,~1,1,3)+
1`(3,Ac,0,2,4)+1`(4,Sf,
0,2,~1)+1`(5,Sf,0,0,~1)

20 1`(0,Se,0,~1,1)+1`(1,Pe,
~1,0,2)+ 1`(2,Sf,0,0,~1)

28 1`(0,Se,0,~1,1)+1`(1,Pe,2,
0,7)+1`(2,Se,4,1,3)+1`(3,
Sf,0,2,~1)+1`(4,Se,~1,1,5)
+1`(5,Ac,0,4,6)+1`(6,Sf,0,
4,~1) + 1`(7,Sf,0,0,~1)

29 1`(0,Se,0,~1,1)+1`(1,Pe,2,
0,8)+1`(2,Se,5,1,3)+1`(3,
Ae,0,2,4)+1`(4,Sf,0,2,~1)+
1`(5,Se,~1,1,6)+1`(6,Ac,0,
5,7)+1`(7,Sf,0,5,~1)+1`(8,
Sf,0,0,~1)

30 1`(0,Se,0,~1,1)+1`(1,Pe,2,
0,8)+1`(2,Se,5,1,3)+1`(3,
Ae,0,2,4)+1`(4,Sf,0,2,~1)+
1`(5,Se,~1,1,6)+1`(6,Ae,0,
5,7)+1`(7,Sf,0,5,~1)+1`(8,
Sf,0,0,~1)

31 1`(0,Se,0,~1,1)+1`(1,Pe,2,
0,8)+1`(2,Se,5,1,3)+1`(3,
Ac,0,2,4)+1`(4,Sf,0,2,~1)+
1`(5,Se,~1,1,6)+1`(6,Ac,0,
5,7)+1`(7,Sf,0,5,~1)+1`(8,
Sf,0,0,~1)

V. RESULTS OF SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

The simulation of the execution of the testing plan
number 11 raises the question of meaning of such a plan.
In fact, although its execution ends, the continuous action
is stopped by the end of the sequence which contains the
continuous action, i.e. just after the launching of the
execution of that action. The simulation of the execution
of the testing plan number 20 leads as for it to a deadlock
into the waiting of the end of a first sequence which
doesn’ t exist; one would have however expected an
immediate end as in the case of a parallelism without
internal sequence (case of testing number 8). The testing
number 28 also revealed a problem in the preemption
algorithm : the sequence containing the continuous action
can trigger the stopping of the other sequence of the
preemption. The same problem remains in the other tests
related to the preemption (test 29, 30 et 31). The other
tests (those which don’ t appear in table 1) have revealed
no malfunction during simulation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The modeling has made it possible to realize that some
simplifications are possible on the internal representation
of the plan and  on the interpretation algorithms. As far as
the internal structure of the plan is concerned, one of the

possible simplifications is the suppression of the node
“ liste_seq” . As far as the interpretation algorithms are
concerned, the suppression of the sequence execution
modes is possible and makes it possible to merge the
KILL and NULL sequence interpretation algorithms. This
simplification has been done in the current version of the
interpreter. Plans such as the number 11 of table 1 are no
longer accepted  by the syntax of the language.  Similarly,
preemption contains, as every parallelism, at least one
normal sequence (sequence without continuous action at
the first encapsulation level), and this steps aside the
problem observed in the execution simulation of test 20.
In [NAN, 02], we  have mentioned that some software
errors are inherent in information distortion or loss
throughout the  development process and that errors may
also be due to an imperfect knowledge of the program-
ming language. The interpretation algorithm model pro-
posed in this work may be used, after validation, as sup-
port for the learning of the semantics of the language and
of the working of the interpreter, for the people involved
into the development and the maintenance of the source
code of the interpreter. We are currently investigating the
conformance of the interpretation algorithms to the op-
erational semantics of the language, the next step being
the code regeneration from the validated interpretation
models.
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